Installation Instructions
IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical equipment, the following safety precautions should always be taken:
READ AND FOLLOW ALL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLATION
1. To avoid the possibility of electrical shock, turn off power supply before installation or servicing.
2. Product must be installed in accordance with NEC and your local electrical code. If you are not
familiar with these codes and requirements, consult a qualified electrician.
3. Ensure the mounting surface is capable of supporting the weight of the luminaire before
installation.
4. Due to the weight of the luminaire, multiple people may be necessary during TANDEM or LiT
installation.
5. For wet locations, sealant between Myers Hub and electronics channel is required.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
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To Install: Cable Mounting
For use with options: 2PXX,2PXXB

1

2

Insert end of cable into the friction lock and
through the mounting point.

Thread end of cable through other mouth of
cable friction lock.

3

4

4

3

2

1

WAVEP-[x]-[x]-[x]-[x]-DEF4 = Hole 1
WAVEP-[x]-[x]-[x]-[x]
= Hole 3

(4) Mounting Holes options are provided.
Suggested holes for self-leveling are shown
above. When using emergency batteries,
step down transformers, or other non-standard components, fixture leveling may vary.

Slide cable through the machined bolt, then
secure both cables onto the fixture using
hardware in the provided 2PXXB kit.

5

6

Cinch cables until the fixture reaches the
desired mounting height.

Ensure the fixture is level before
proceeding to electrical connections.

Ensure the fixture is hanging level before proceeding
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To Install: Wall Mount
For use with options: WM

2

1

4

3

2

1

ON-CENTER SPACING

On-Center Dimensions
WaveP-4

48.0020”

WaveP-2

24.9395”

WaveP-1

13.8770”

WAVEP-[x]-[x]-[x]-[x]-DEFx = Hole 1
= Hole 3
WAVEP-[x]-[x]-[x]-[x]

The WM brackets attach to the
fixture via (1) 5/16” bolt per bracket.
With defelctor, use mounting hole 1. Without
deflector, use mounting hole 3.

Secure the WM (wall mount) brackets to the
mounting surface using (3) mounting screws
per bracket (screws not provided).
On-center dimensions between brackets are
shown above.
Ensure the mounting surface can support the
weight of the fixture before mounting fixture
onto the WM brackets.

(4) Mounting Holes options are provided.
Suggested holes for self-leveling are shown
above. When using emergency batteries,
step down transformers, or other non-standard components, fixture leveling may vary.

3

4

Attach the WM brackets to fixture with 5/16”
nuts and bolts. Ensure the fixture’s weight is
properly supported until all bolts are secure.

Ensure fixture is secure and level before
proceeding to electrical connections.

Ensure the fixture is hanging level before proceeding
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To Install: Rigid Stem Mounting
For use with options: MH2, MH2S

1

2

ON-CENTER SPACING

Wet Locations:
Use sealant between hub
and fixture electronics
channel for wet locations

Myer's Hub On-Center Dimensions
WaveP-4
43.00"
WaveP-2
20.00"

WAVE+ fixtures can be mounted directly to
(2) 3/4”-NPT threaded stems using the provided Myers Hubs. Myers Hubs will fit through
machined holes in the electronics channel.
Use the specified on-center dimensions shown
above when installing the conduit stems.
CONDUIT/STEMS NOT PROVIDED.

Remove Myers Hub nut and set aside. Tool
tighten the Hub to the existing stem.

3

4

Wet Locations:
Use sealant
between hub and
fixture electronics
channel for wet
locations

Open downward facing lid (see page 6 for
lid opening detail). Raise WAVE+ fixture to the
stem and secure with Myers Hub nut.
Ensure the fixture’s weight is properly
supported until both Myers Hub nuts are
secure.

Ensure fixture is level and secure before
moving on to electrical connections.
Complete electrical connections within the
fixture’s electronics compartment as seen in
the wiring diagram on page 7.
Snap electronics compartment closed after
electrical connections are complete.

Ensure the fixture is hanging level before proceeding
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To Install: Deflector
for use with options: DEF

1

2

The Deflector ships separate from fixture.
The Deflector may be installed before OR
after fixture is mounted, but it is important to
level fixture AFTER the Deflector is installed.

The arms of the Deflector should fit inside
WAVE+ endcaps.

3

4

Secure mounting arms to the fixture using the
provided 5/16” nuts and bolts.

The Deflector changes the fixture’s center of
gravity, so ensure fixture is leveled AFTER
the Deflector is installed.

Ensure the fixture is hanging level before proceeding
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Channel Access

1

Locate the flanged edge of the channel, opposite the hinge, as seen in the cross section above.
Using your fingers or a flat tool, pry open the hinged lid.

2

3

You now have access to the channel. The lid
will hinge open but will not disjoin from the
fixture.

Address electrical connections as needed,
then secure the lid closed by snapping it back
into place. Ensure no wires are pinched when
snapping lid closed.

Ensure the fixture is hanging level before proceeding
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Electrical Connections

For 5-Conductor Installations

For 6-Conductor Installations

Ground - Green

Ground - Green

Line (Hot) - Black

Line (Hot 1/Constant Hot) - Black

Neutral - White

Line (Hot 2/Switched Hot) - Red

0-10V Dim + - Purple

Netural - White

0-10V Dim - - Gray

0-10V Dim + - Purple

0-10V Dim - - Gray

Make the Following Electrical Connections:
a. Connect the green ground lead to the green position of the terminal block.
b. Connect the black fixture lead to the voltage supply position or Hot 1 (for
208/240V wiring).
c. For 6 conductor installations, connect the red fixture lead to the voltage supply
position or Hot 2 (for multiple-switch installations).
d. Connect the white fixture lead to the neutral supply position or Hot 2 (for
208/240V wiring).
e. Connect the purple dimming positive lead to the supply dimming positive lead.
f. Connect the grey dimming negative lead to the supply dimming negative
lead.
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